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ABSTRACT
The wireless sensor network (WSN), once deployed, is usually expected to operate
for months even years. In the WSN, each individual sensor node is typically equipped
with small batteries which offer only a limited amount of energy. Hence, numerous
energy-efficiency schemes have been developed for the WSN, aiming to help the WSN
to achieve long lifetime under the stringent constraint of energy supply. These energy-
efficiency schemes can reduce energy consumption, but they cannot address the issue
of unbalanced energy consumption and energy replenishment in the WSN. In practice,
different sensor nodes could have different initial energy supplies and/or play different
roles in the network; consequently, some nodes may deplete their energy faster than the
others. In such cases, the lifetime of the network becomes determined by the energy-
bottleneck nodes who deplete their energy the fastest. To address this issue, the ideas of
energy-balancing and lifetime-balancing have been proposed and energy-balancing and
lifetime-balancing schemes have been developed for the MAC and routing layers of the
WSN. However, there have been very few efforts on studying how to apply the idea to
multiple layers of the WSN simultaneously and the effectiveness of such an integrated
solution. To fill this gap, this thesis presents an integrated design, which includes lifetime-
balancing schemes for the application, routing and MAC layers. Specifically, in the
application layer where the sensing duty should be assigned to sensor nodes, we present
a scheme in which leader nodes coordinate the sensing duty schedule among the sensor
nodes based on their estimated nodal lifetime. In the routing layer, the routing metric is
calculated based on both nodal lifetime and required end-to-end delay. In the MAC layer,
we adopts the LB-MAC protocol, which balances nodal lifetime by adjusting the MAC
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parameters. Our design has been simulated in Network Simulator 2 (NS2) and compared
with other solutions which do not apply lifetime-balancing idea or only applying the idea
in some but not all of the three layers. The evaluation results have shown that our
integrated design prolongs the network lifetime more effectively. Also, the integrated
design achieves better performance in terms of data delivery ratio, end-to-end delay and
wasted energy.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivations
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network of numerous distributed, autonomous
sensor nodes which collaborate in monitoring physical or environmental conditions such
as temperature, humidity, etc. and gathering their sensory data through the network to
a base station according to National Instruments (2012); Wikipedia (2016). Although
initial WSNs were used for military purpose, they are now also deployed in industrial
and consumer applications, for example, industrial process monitoring and control, and
machine health monitoring according to Wikipedia (2016).
As sensor nodes are usually deployed in un-attended environments and are expected
to operate limited battery energy for months even years, it is important to make sure
the WSN to have a long lifetime. For this purpose, as discussed by Peng et al. (2010),
energy (for example, solar and wind) harvesting technologies have been proposed to
recharge the sensor nodes, but the effectiveness of these technologies is dependant on the
environmental conditions. For example, sensor nodes deployed in shady area may not
be recharged by solar energy effectively according to Peng et al. (2012).
Another approach to maintain long lifetime for a WSN is to reduce energy consump-
tion. According to Moschitta and Neri (2016), the energy consumption of a sensor node
is due to radio, computation, ADC (Analog to Digital Convertor) and DAC (Digital to
Analog Convertor), but the radio costs more than the other parts. Therefore, the basic
idea of energy saving is to lower the duty cycle of radio, which means the radio should
2sleep as long as possible while meeting a certain delay requirement according to Ye et
al. (2002); Dam and Langendoen (2003).
Unfortunately, as the sensor nodes could have different levels of initial energy and
play different roles in the network, some sensor nodes may deplete energy faster than
the others. Energy-efficiency schemes extend the lifetime of senor nodes uniformly, so it
is possible that the lifetime-bottleneck sensor nodes are out of energy while the others
are still alive. According to Peng et al. (2012), this is likely to cause the whole network
non-functional. For example, if a lost sensor node is responsible for data collection for
a group of sensors, the sink may not retrieve data from the whole group. In such cases,
as discussed by Peng et al. (2012), the network lifetime is defined by the time when the
first sensor node runs out of energy.
Therefore, our research focus on extending the lifetime of the node which has the
shortest lifetime. More specifically, we attempt to balance the nodal lifetime among all
the sensor nodes of the whole network.
1.2 Our Research
The basic idea of lifetime-balancing is not completely new. Peng et al. (2010, 2012)
have developed protocols based on lifetime-balancing in routing and MAC layers. There
are also protocols by Ye et al. (2005); Qin and Zimmermann (2005) in the application
layer to balance the workload for sensor nodes. However, applying a lifetime-balancing
scheme for only one layer has limited the ability to balance the lifetime of sensor nodes.
Thus, some recent proposed design I2C by Peng et al. (2013) has attempted to combine
routing and MAC layers and has accomplished better performance than prior efforts. In
this thesis, we present a new scheme to apply the lifetime-balancing idea to all of the
application, routing and MAC layers.
3Specifically, in the scheme we propose for the application layer, the whole area is
divided into subareas and each subarea can be monitored by a certain number of sensors
that form a cluster. The deployment of sensor nodes should satisfy this requirement by
having redundant sensor nodes in each subarea. In each cluster, a leader node is elected
to coordinate the other sensors to switch among the states of leadership, active sensing
and backup. Both the election and coordination algorithms are based on the distribution
of lifetime among the sensor nodes.
In the scheme we propose for the routing layer, the goal is to establish a collection
tree which enables each node to route its data packets to the sink through a path which
has the longest lifetime.
For the MAC layer, we deploy LB-MAC proposed by Peng et al. (2012), which could
balance the lifetime of all nodes in the transmission path by adjusting the four param-
eters: the wake up interval and the idle listening period for both the receiver and the
sender. If the receiver has shorter lifetime than the sender, it increases the wake up
interval and decreases the idle listening period. Otherwise, the receiver takes more com-
munication overhead to save the energy for the sender by decreasing its wake up interval
and increasing its idle listening period. After having finished the adjustment, the receiver
informs the sender to update its parameters in order to meet the delay requirement.
To evaluate our proposed system of integrating the lifetime-balancing schemes for
the three layers, we use Network Simulator 2 (NS2) to simulate our system and other
systems in which lifetime-balancing schemes are deployed on at most two of these layers
instead of all the three layers. The results of comparing all these simulated systems show
that, our proposed system can effectively balance the lifetime among all the nodes in the
network and achieves better performance than the other systems.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes the related
works regarding all of three layers. Chapter 3 introduces two important MAC protocols
with more details. Chapter 4 presents the details of our proposed system. Chapter 5
4reports the evaluation results obtained from the simulation. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes
the thesis and discusses the future work.
5CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we summarize the related works in the application, routing and MAC
layers.
2.1 Application Layer Protocols
As sensor nodes have stringent power supply, the researchers have developed appli-
cation protocols to achieve longer lifetime for a WSN. According to Ye et al. (2005), the
data aggregation and clusters structure are the most popular technologies to be used.
Heinzelman et al. (2000) proposed LEACH, which employs both of them to reduce the
data redundancy and improves the network scalability. To form clusters, each node has
to decide whether or not to be a head based on two factors. The first one is the number
of heads needed in the network and the second factor is the times that the node itself has
been a head. Once a node decides to be a head, it broadcasts advertisements to invite
other nodes to join its cluster. When those non-head nodes receive the advertisements,
they prefer to join the cluster which has the strongest signal. In terms of data trans-
mission, the head is responsible to collect all data from its cluster and send them to the
base station. Unfortunately, the heads may cost their energy much faster than non-head
nodes, as they take more responsibilities. Thus, the clusters have to be reformed in
every time interval. Although this design can prolong the network lifetime, the over-
head introduced by cluster formation and re-formation may limit the performance of the
network.
6EECS proposed by Ye et al. (2005) is a design which also applies the ideas of cluster
structure and data aggregation, but optimizes the cluster formation phase in LEACH.
Instead of determining a head by non-energy related factors, EECS elects its heads based
on residual energy level. At the beginning of the formation phase, every sensor node votes
itself as a head and sends out advertisements until it is eliminated by a neighbor with
higher energy. After election, all non-head nodes can reduce the energy consumption by
joining the cluster with the shortest distance from itself to the sink.
Qin and Zimmermann (2005) proposed VCA. In this protocol, each sensor node
votes the neighbor with highest energy as its head during the election stage. Later, in
the cluster formation phase, the non-head sensor nodes prefer to join the cluster whose
head has higher residual energy and fewer neighbors. Thus, the workload of a head with
lower energy or more neighbors is balanced by other heads. As the distribution of energy
level in the network changes after deployment, head re-election is necessary to protect
the heads with heavier workload.
The experiments have demonstrated that all above three designs have prolonged
the network lifetime effectively, but they ignored the potential redundant sensor nodes
and the cost from sensing unit. Thus, it is possible to improve their performance by
optimizing sensing duty schedule and utilizing the redundant sensors in the cluster.
2.2 Routing Layer Protocols
The most important factor for a routing layer protocol in WSN is energy-efficiency and
the goal can be achieved by considering the nodal residual energy and the transmission
energy requirement. According to Raghavendra et al. (2004), an energy-efficiency route
can be selected based on one of following approaches:
• The maximum available power route attempts to find a route with the maximum
available power route.
7• The minimum energy requirement route can minimize the energy requirement of
transmission.
• The minimum hop route regards the cost of each hop as one and aims to minimize
the cost.
• The maximum minimum available power node route always picks the route which
has higher residual energy in its bottleneck node.
2.2.1 Energy-efficiency Scheme
Li et al. (2001) proposed a routing algorithm named max-min zPmin, which uses
the global energy information to select the route with minimum energy consumption to
maximize the lifetime of network. In this routing algorithm, it first finds a route with
minimum energy consumption and compares it with the lowest consumption route in
the network. If no better path exists, the first path is the solution. On the other hand,
the algorithm finds out the minimum consumption edge in the path and eliminates
each of the edges which has a lower cost in the network. Although this design has
a good performance in theoretical analysis, it is difficult to implement this scheme in
a large network, since maintaining the global energy information is costly. Thus, the
authors introduced hierarchy structure to reduce the problem to inter-zone and intra-
zone routing problems. When doing inter-zone routing, each zone first estimates its
metric by measuring the number of messages which can saturate at least one node in
it. The intra-zone routing directly applies max-min zPmin, as the network scale is much
smaller.
2.2.2 Energy-balancing Scheme
As previous algorithm is a energy-efficiency approach, some node may run out of
energy while there are much energy remaining in the network. Thus, another kind of
8schemes based on energy-balancing have been presented. In EBRP proposed by Ren et
al. (2011), the routing table is established by the hybrid of three virtual fields: depth,
energy density, and residual energy. The depth allows packets to be transmitted along a
shorter path. The energy density, which represents the energy level in a subarea, enables
the packets to go through areas with higher energy. The last field, residual energy,
protects the node with lower energy from accepting too many data flows. Thus, the
packets can be always forwarded through a route with fewer hops and higher energy. As
long as the network works, the energy level of network varies, so EBRP also introduces
an updating mechanism. The updating can be triggered by any of these conditions:
• The maximum interval has expired;
• The node has costed at least 1% more energy since last updating;
• The depth has been changed and the minimum interval is expired.
2.2.3 Combination of Energy-efficiency and Energy-balancing Scheme
However, the pure energy-balancing scheme also has its drawback, as it may not
utilize the energy effectively.
Chang and Tassiulas (2000) presented a two-stages routing protocol which selects
the route based on the combination of energy-efficiency and energy-balancing. In its first
stage, named as flow augmentation stage, a qualified node for augmentation defined as
node with higher energy while lower transmission consumption rate. However, as these
two factors cannot be optimized at the same time, their relative importance varies by
time. At beginning, when all nodes have sufficient energy, the transmission consumption
rate is more important. Later, as the nodes have less energy, the residual energy is
emphasized. The second stage in the scheme is flow redirection, in which node with lower
energy attempts to transfer its flows to other nodes with higher energy by following three
steps:
91. In this step, the algorithm calculates the shortest length path from current node
to the destination and the path which has the longest minimum lifetime in the
network. By comparing the nodal lifetime with the shortest lifetime in both pathes,
the algorithm decides which neighbor should accept the flow.
2. The second step decides a proper amount of flows to ensure that the redirection
cannot decrease network lifetime.
3. The last step simply redirects the flows from old path to the new one.
However, as all three approaches are pure energy based, they may introduce extra
end-to-end delay when updating the routing table.
2.3 MAC Layer Protocols
As the sensor nodes are expected to operate with small batteries for months and
the radio consumes a high level of energy not only in data transmission and reception,
but also a considerable amount of energy in the idle listening status. While the energy
consumed for data transmission and reception is inevitable, the major purpose of radio
power management is to reduce idle listening time. The intuitive solution is turning off
radio when idle listening. However, since the node cannot send or receive data when radio
is turned off, the radio needs to be turned on appropriately in order to avoid missing
incoming data according to Huang et al. (2013). Thus, the MAC protocol focuses on
the mechanism of duty cycling, which controls the nodes to switch between active and
sleeping modes. There are two different kinds of MAC protocols: synchronous protocols
and asynchronous protocols.
2.3.1 Synchronous MAC Protocols
In synchronous MAC protocols, neighbors wake up at the same time to ensure com-
munication. Thus, as discussed by Huang et al. (2013); Sun et al. (2008), such protocols
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introduce a large overhead in synchronization. In S-MAC which is proposed by Ye et al.
(2002), the wake up period is divided into two stages. The first one is used for synchro-
nization in which all the nodes are required to broadcast their schedule information to
their neighbors and only the second stage is available for real data transmission. Dam
and Langendoen (2003) presented T-MAC, which is another synchronous protocol and
optimizes S-MAC. In S-MAC, nodes have to stay awake for a certain period of time even
without any data transmission. In stead of that, T-MAC adapts its idle listening time
according to the amount of data traffic.
2.3.2 Asynchronous MAC Protocols
Although above synchronous protocols can reduce the idle listening time, they intro-
duce high overhead, as the network has to synchronize in every time interval. There-
fore, asynchronous protocols are developed to eliminate such overhead, but such kind of
protocols have to provide efficient methods to establish communication between nodes
according to Huang et al. (2013).
2.3.2.1 Fixed Duty Cycle Protocol
Sender Initiated Protocol The first kind of asynchronous protocols are called
Sender Initiated protocols. As a node spends most of its time in sleep and wakes up
periodically to check whether there are packets ready, the sender needs to inform the
receiver that there is packet for it. This idea is called Preamble Sampling according to
Huang et al. (2013). In this protocol, the sender has to precede its data with a preamble
which is long enough to be received by any receivers. If the receiver receives the preamble,
it needs to stay awake and wait for the data. Otherwise, it may go back to sleep. This
design works well when the traffic is low. However, as discussed by Huang et al. (2013),
in some heavier traffic situations, the preambles shall influence the throughput of the
network, as they capture more time. Another problem is that the non-target nodes
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cannot figure out that they are not the receiver until the beginning of data. Thus, there
is an improvement to make the preambles shorter. Schurgers et al. (2002) developed a
protocol named STEM, which uses a series of beacon packets instead of a long preamble
and all the beacons contain the address of both sender and receiver. In this protocol,
the non-target node is allowed to go sleep once any beacon indicates that it is not the
destination. Furthermore, the receiver can reply an ACK to inform the sender to stop
sending beacons and start data transmission. It is clear that this protocol shows a good
performance when the data rate is low, but lower performance when data rate increases,
because the setup latency becomes higher. To improve its performance, we can increase
the data packet size to reduce the influence from setup overhead as discussed by Huang et
al. (2013); Schurgers et al. (2002), but it increases the cost of collision and retransmission.
Receiver Initiated Protocol As the sender initiate protocols have above disad-
vantages, a protocol called Receiver Initiated Protocol (RI-MAC) is proposed by Sun et
al. (2008). Different from the sender initiated protocols, it relies on the receiver’s bea-
con message to initiate data transmission. During the process, the receiver broadcasts
a beacon to declare that it is ready to receive data. If the sender is awake and receives
the beacon, it is allowed to start data transmission. In this protocol, collision is more
likely to happen, because we do not have the preamble to block other transmissions.
Thus, if a collision is detected, the receiver needs to increase the backoff window size.
Otherwise, the sender could send data immediately after the beacon. An interesting
improvement on RI-MAC is using the ACK to inform which node is allowed to transmit
next. Thus, the node with ACK could transmit immediately but the others have to go
through backoff for collision avoidance. In this improvement, the receiver makes decision
by the bandwidth demands from the sender and adjusts the transmitter schedule, so
the fairness is ensured. Unfortunately, according to Peng et al. (2012), RI-MAC only
benefits the receiver and the sender may have unnecessary idle listening.
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2.3.2.2 Dynamic Duty Cycle Protocol
Although above fixed duty cycle protocols can reduce the energy consumption and
prolong network lifetime, they have limited ability to resolve the energy bottleneck prob-
lem. Thus, Braynard et al. (2006) proposed SEESAW to balance the energy between the
sender and receiver. In SEESAW, every communication is initialized by the sender and
the receiver is required to reply acceptance packet to trigger the data transmission. By
this progress, the receiver needs to record the data retry interval and the sender learns
the channel checking period. In next wake up interval, receiver can adjust its channel
checking period and the sender is allowed adapt the data retrying interval to balance
energy. However, performance of SEESAW is limited by two main aspects. Firstly, the
setup progress introduces high overhead. Secondly, it does not involve the wake up in-
terval in receiver and idle listening time in sender to optimize the lifetime-balancing.
Another sender initiated protocol, called ZeroCal proposed by Meier et al. (2010), bal-
ances the energy consumption through wake up interval adaption; however, similar as
SEESAW, it does not consider the other parameters according to Peng et al. (2012).
2.4 Lifetime-balancing in Multiple Layers
I2C proposed by Peng et al. (2013) is a design which balances nodal lifetime by the
combination of routing and MAC layers while maintaining a certain end-to-end delay.
For the MAC layer, this design follows a duty cycle similar to RI-MAC, but adjusts wake
up interval to balance the lifetime as follows. When a node receives a data packet which
indicates its lifetime is shorter than the sender, it increases the wake up interval. On
other hand, if receiver has longer lifetime, it decreases interval. As the one hop delay in
this protocol is defined by wake up interval, the MAC layer adjustment may increase the
end-to-end delay by increasing interval. Thus, the receiver attaches new time interval in
ACK and sender adjusts its own interval based on this new value. In the routing layer,
13
the nodes can update routing table by the parent’s lifetime and have to update wake up
interval to absorb the increased delay. Although this design could dramatically extend
the network lifetime, it does not involve the application layer and does not optimize the
idle listening period in both sender and receiver.
14
CHAPTER 3. PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we introduce RI-MAC and LB-MAC with more details.
3.1 RI-MAC
RI-MAC by Sun et al. (2008) relies on the receiver′s BEACON message to initiate
DATA transmission. According to Figure 3.1, node R wakes up periodically and broad-
casts a BEACON to claim that it is ready for receiving DATA. Shown as Figure 3.2
in which the shady fields are specific for RI-MAC, the BEACON contains the source of
BEACON , the destination of BEACON and the backoff window size.
Figure 3.1 Duty Cycle of RI-MAC
Figure 3.2 Beacon in RI-MAC
If R also has a DATA packet buffered, it shall stay awake until it receives BEACON
from the potential receiver. Otherwise, R turns off its radio after the backoff window
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size. On the other hand, if a node S, which has buffered DATA for R, is awake and
receives the BEACON from R, it shall start the DATA transmission after backoff.
As R may have multiple senders at same time and we do not have the preamble to
block other DATA transmissions, collision is more likely to happen. Thus, if a collision
is detected, R has to increase the backoff window size by Binary Exponential Backoff
(BEB). Otherwise, the sender S keeps awake for the acknowledgement. Once R receives
DATA, it broadcasts out ACK beacon. The ACK beacon in RI-MAC has two main
functions. Firstly, it acknowledges the received DATA. Also, it can be used to invite
more DATA to the same receiver. Although ACK beacon is broadcasted, R can specify
S as its destination. In this case, once receives such ACK beacon, the sender S is allowed
to transmit next DATA to R after SIFS while the other nodes regard the ACK beacon
as a normal BEACON .
3.2 LB-MAC
The RI-MAC is only able to benefit the receiver, because the sender has to keep radio
on and wait for BEACON . The LB-MAC proposed by Peng et al. (2012) combines the
sender initiate and receiver initiate approaches together. As a node could be both sender
and receiver, LB-MAC maintains one duty cycle for each of them. The Figure 3.3
illustrates the behavior of LB-MAC.
When a node R wakes up as a receiver every interval Tr, it sends out beacon to
inform the senders that it is ready for receiving DATA and stays awake for period of
time Φ. If R receives DATA from any other nodes, it shall send ACK. The DATA
packet is shown as Figure 3.4 and the shady fields are specific for LB-MAC. On the other
hand, when a node S wakes up as sender, it directly sends out its buffered DATA and
stays idle listening for ACK. If S receives a BEACON during the idle listening time, it
needs to transmit buffered DATA again. Otherwise, node S turns off its radio. When
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Figure 3.3 Duty Cycle of LB-MAC
transmitting the DATA, S shall estimate its lifetime (L(S)) by following formula:
L(S) =
e(S)
Tr
2
· ρ
Ts
·Rd · P + gS , (3.1)
where e(S) is the residual energy of S, Tr is the wake up interval of R, ρ is the idle listening period of
S, Ts is the wake up interval of S, Rd is the data rate, P is the power consuming rate when radio is on
and gS is the power consuming rate for other reasons.
Meanwhile, the LB-MAC satisfies the one-hop delay requirement by maintaining
following rendezvous condition:
• Rendezvous Condition: ρ+ Φ ≥ min{Ts, Tr}.
Figure 3.4 Data in LB-MAC
The most important work of LB-MAC is to balance the nodal lifetime between neigh-
bors through DATA transmission.
Receiver Behavior When node R receives a DATA packet from node S, it ex-
tracts the lifetime of S (L(S)), the previous hop delay (Dpre) and sender’s credit (Credit(S))
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from the packet. To ensure the increased delay can be absorbed within two hops, R cal-
culates the adjustment upper bound by following formula:
max∆ ≤ Dpre+ Credit(S) + Credit(R),
where max∆ is the upper bound, Dpre is the previous hop delay, Credit(R) is the Credit of R and
Credit(S) is the Credit of S.
Meanwhile, R calculates its own lifetime (L(R)) by formula:
L(R) =
e(R)
( Φ
Tr
) · P + gR , (3.2)
where e(R) is the residual energy of R, Φ is the idle listening period of R, Tr is the wake up interval of
R, P is the power consuming rate when radio is on and gR is the power consuming rate for other
reasons.
Then, it compares L(S) with L(R).
• Case 1: If L(R) > L(S), R shall first decrease the Tr until Tr=min{Trmin,Φ}.
For further adjustment, it shall attempt to increase the Φ until Φ=Tr. Then, R
replies the updated Tr and Φ in ACK to the sender S.
• Case 2: If L(R) < L(S), R shall move more communication overhead to the sender
S. Firstly, it shall decrease the Φ until Φ = Φmin. If this is still not enough, R
shall attempt to increase the Tr.
• Case 3: If L(R) = L(S), do nothing.
By adjusting the Tr and Φ, the one hop delay can be changed and the difference can
be calculated by formula:
∆DS→R = (Trnew − Φnew)− (Tr − Φ).
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Obviously, in case 1, the delay shall be decreased while increased in case 2. Thus, R
recalculates its credit by this formula:
Credit(R) = Credit(R)old −∆DS→R.
Then, R replies S with its newest Tr, Φ and new credit in ACK.
Sender Behavior When sender S receives the ACK, it is required to adjust its
own parameters to satisfy the Rendezvous Condition and absorb the possible increased
delay introduced by receiver R.
The first step is setting ρ to ε and setting the Ts to Φ of the receiver R. Thus, the
Rendezvous Condition can be satisfied. The second step is to absorb the possible extra
delay introduced by the receiver R, since the end-to-end delay has to be maintained.
Thus, S shall attempt to absorb such extra delay. In the worst case, S does not have
sufficient credit to absorb the increased delay, so it needs to adjust its own Φ and Tr
and send ACK to its sender for further adjustment.
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CHAPTER 4. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this chapter, we introduce our lifetime-balancing protocols in the application,
routing and MAC layers.
4.1 Lifetime-balancing Sensing Protocol
The whole set of sensor nodes are divided into clusters, and each cluster is responsible
for monitoring a subarea of the field where the sensor network is deployed. Within each
cluster, there is one leader node and the rest nodes are called member nodes. The
member nodes are further divided into two classes: the class of sensing nodes and the
class of backup nodes. Thus, we have three types of nodes in each cluster:
• The leader node is elected by all nodes in the cluster, and responsible for coor-
dinating its member nodes to switch their roles among leader, sensing nodes and
backup nodes.
• The sensing nodes take the monitoring duty in the cluster and report their own
residual energy to the leader.
• The backup nodes do not monitor but have to periodically report their residual
energy to the leader.
The lifetime-balancing sensing protocol consists of an election stage and a sensing
stage, which are explained as follows. In the election stage, all nodes in the cluster elect
the leader node and decide their initial sensing duty schedule. After the election stage,
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the cluster enters the sensing stage. During this stage, the leader and the sensing nodes
perform their assigned sensing duties; all member nodes are also required to report their
residual energy to the leader once every interval. Meanwhile, the leader is responsible
for adjusting the roles of member nodes based on their estimated lifetime.
4.1.1 Election Stage
The election stage includes two components, leader election and initial sensing duty
scheduling.
Leader Election Once the sensors are deployed, they are assigned to clusters based
on the locations they are deployed to. Then, each of them starts electing the cluster
leader automatically. At the beginning of election, every node regards itself as leader
and broadcasts its residual energy in an ELECT packet. Meanwhile, it constructs three
nodes lists. The first list, named as sensing nodes list, contains all the sensor nodes that
should perform the sensing task and is sorted by nodal residual energy digressively. The
second list contains all the backup nodes and sorts them based on their residual energy
as well. The last list stores the leader itself.
If a node R receives an ELECT packet from some node S, it first extracts the
information about the residual energy of S from the packet, and compares it with the
amount of its own residual energy. Here, we define E(S) as the S’s residual energy and
E(R) as the residual energy of R.
• If E(S) < E(R), node R survives in the election. Thus, R adds the information of
node S into its sensing nodes list if the list is not filled. Suppose each cluster can
be monitored by m sensors, the capacity of sensing nodes list is defined as m− 1.
After having filled the sensing nodes list, the other nodal information will be added
into the backup nodes list.
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• If E(S) > E(R), node R has to quit the election. It stops sending ELECT packet,
and cleans its three lists.
• If E(S) = E(R), node R compares its ID with that of S. If R has smaller ID, it
survives. Otherwise, R quits the election as the previous case.
However, as a node which has quitted the election is not allowed to send ELECT
packet, it may be lost kept track of. Suppose the following scenario: Node A has been
eliminated by node B without the engagement of node C. When node C joins the
election, B quits election as it has lower residual energy. Then, C loses the information
of A.
To address this problem, PREINFO packet is introduced to the design. If a node S
survives in the election, it wakes up periodically and broadcasts the its three lists in the
payload of PREINFO, together with the information of its residual energy. The three
lists are mapped into an integer array. As shown in Figure 4.1, the array includes all
member nodes’ IDs and uses ID ’-1’ as the separator of sensing nodes and backup nodes.
Figure 4.1 Payload for PREINFO packet
For any node R which receives the PREINFO packet, it extracts energy E(S) and
the payload from PREINFO. If R is a leader, it follows the same steps as it receives
ELECT packet. Otherwise, as a member node, R searches in the payload and acts
according to the rules below.
• If R finds itself in the sensing nodes list, it sets itself as a sensing node.
• If R finds itself in the backup nodes list, it sets itself as a backup node.
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• If R does not find itself in either list, it rejoins the election by sending an ELECT
again.
Initial Sensing Duty Scheduling The leader sets a timer. When such timer
expires, the leader finishes the election and unicasts an INFORM packet to each of
its member nodes. In the INFORM packet, the leader sets the sensing status field to
indicate whether a member node should take the sensing duty. Once a member node
receives INFORM , it sets its sensing status according to the value from INFORM
packet and enters the sensing stage.
4.1.2 Sensing Stage
After the election stage, the cluster moves on to the sensing stage which consists of
the following components.
• Data and energy reporting: When the network starts the sensing stage, the leader
and the sensing nodes report sensory DATA to the sink. Also, all member nodes,
include sensing and backup nodes, are required to report their residual energy and
energy consumption rate to the leader.
• Sensing duty schedule updating: During the sensing stage, the leader can change
the role of any node in its cluster, including transferring its leadership to another
node.
• Leader reelection: When the current leader becomes unreachable, the cluster has
to reelect a new leader.
These components are detailed as follows.
Data and Energy Reporting By receiving an INFORM packet from the leader,
a node enters the sensing stage. As mentioned in Section 4.1, there are three types of
nodes and they have different kinds of packets to transmit according to their roles.
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• A sensing node ought to send sensory DATA to the sink and ENERGY reports
to the leader periodically.
• A backup node is required to report its residual energy and energy consumption
rate to the leader once every interval.
• A leader needs to report sensory DATA to the sink. Meanwhile, it has to receive
and respond the ENERGY reports from its member nodes.
Here, we define sensory DATA packet as the packet which contains the sensory
data of the cluster and needs to be routed to the sink through a collection tree. The
details of routing algorithm and collection tree establishment have been discussed in
Section 4.2. The ENERGY packet contains the information about residual energy,
energy consumption rate and role of the sender.
Obviously, as the leader and the sensing nodes have heavier workloads than the
backup nodes, it is possible that some backup nodes may have longer lifetime than the
sensing nodes or the leader after having been deployed for a while. In this case, we enable
the leader to update sensing duty schedule by swapping the roles of sensing nodes and
backup nodes or giving out its leadership.
Sensing Duty Schedule Updating The most important task of a leader node is
to maintain the sensing duty schedule for its cluster. After having worked for a period
of time, the distribution of nodal lifetime in the cluster is likely to be different. As
our goal is to balance lifetime among all nodes in the network, we prefer the nodes with
longer lifetime to take more responsibilities in sensing duties and leadership. Thus, when
a leader receives the ENERGY packets from member nodes, it is not only allowed to
update the sensing duty schedule by switching some sensing nodes to backup and verse
vice, but also give out its leadership to another node.
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To initiate ENERGY reporting, the leader sends out a BEACON and waits for a
time period of Φ. When it receives an ENERGY report from a member node M , it
sends back an ACK. The ACK indicates whether this member node M needs to switch
its sensing status or whether there is a leadership swapping.
The detail is as follows. Once the leader receives an ENERGY report from member
node M , it updates information of M in its three lists. Then, the leader needs to estimate
the lifetime of M as L(M). Meanwhile, it also estimates lifetime for the head node of
backup nodes list (L(B)), the tail node of sensing nodes list (L(S)) and itself (L(R)).
Here, the lifetime is estimated by following formula:
L(i) = E(i)−R(i)×(c−pre)
R(i)
, where i ∈ {All nodes in the network},
E(i) is the residual energy of node i, R(i) is the average energy consumption rate of i, c is the current
system time, pre is the time when leader receives the latest ENERGY report from node i.
As the ENERGY packet can be from either a sensing node or a backup node, we
discuss these two cases, respectively.
• Case I: M is a sensing node, the leader compares L(M), L(R) and L(B).
– If L(B) > L(M) and L(R) > L(M), both the leader and the head node of
backup nodes list have longer lifetime, M should swap with the head node of
backup nodes list to ensure the leader has the longest lifetime in the cluster.
– If L(M) > L(R), M needs to take the leadership.
– Otherwise, it is unnecessary to update the sensing duty schedule.
• Case II: M is a backup node, the leader compares L(M), L(R) and L(S).
– If L(R) > L(M) > L(S), M swaps with the tail node of sensing nodes list.
– If L(M) > L(R), M swaps with the leader.
– Otherwise, there is no need to update the sensing duty schedule.
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The details of swapping algorithms for both sensing status and leadership is discussed
in following paragraphs.
Sensing status swapping If M is a sensing node and it attempts to swap with
the head node of backup nodes list, the leader moves M from the sensing nodes list to
the backup nodes list. Meanwhile, it moves the head node of backup nodes list to the
sensing nodes list. As both lists are sorted in the descendant order of nodal residual
energy, the leader has to insert these two nodes into appropriate positions to maintain
the order. After having finished the swapping, the leader sends ACK packets to both
M and the head node of backup nodes list to inform their new roles.
If M is a backup node, the process is similar to the above. The only difference is that
M needs to swap with the tail node of sensing nodes list, instead of the head node.
Leadership swapping The leader is allowed to swap with either a sensing node or
a backup node. However, as the leader maintains the sensing duty schedule for the whole
cluster, the current leader has to share the sensing duty schedule with the new leader.
Thus, the sensing nodes list and backup nodes list are mapped to an array which is sent
as the payload of ACK. As shown in Figure 4.2, besides the nodal IDs, however, more
information should be transmitted in the ACK, which includes the residual energy, the
energy consumption rate, and the time when the latest ENERGY report was received,
for each node.
Figure 4.2 Payload for ACK packet
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Finish updating When a member node receives an ACK, it first checks the leader
field to decide whether it needs to switch to the role of leader. If it becomes a leader,
the node has to rebuild its three nodes lists by the payload of ACK. Otherwise, it skips
to the next step. At last, the node updates its sensing status according to the sensing
status field in ACK.
Leader Reelection As a leader is responsible for maintaining the sensing duty
schedule for the whole cluster, it has to be always reachable. For this purpose, we
introduce a reelection mechanism into our design. When a member node sends out an
ENERGY report, it starts a timer for ACK packet. If it receives the ACK before the
timer expires, the timer is cancelled. Otherwise, the node triggers the reelection and
starts broadcasting an ELECT packet. Once other nodes receive the ELECT packet,
they shall rejoin the election as well. Then, the process is the same as the leader election
in Section 4.1.1.
4.2 Lifetime-balancing Routing Protocol
As each sensing or leader node generates a sensory DATA packet every certain time
interval and routes the packet to the sink, the node needs to create its own path to the
sink. Thus, in our system, we propose an lifetime-balancing routing protocol to construct
a collection tree. The rest of this section consists of two parts: first, we define the routing
metric; second, we discuss the details of routing algorithm.
4.2.1 Routing Metric Definition
Firstly, we introduce the formula to calculate the routing metric. As mentioned
earlier, our algorithm is based on the idea of balancing nodal lifetime, following which
a node prefers to choose a neighboring node with the longest lifetime as its next hop.
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According to Peng et al. (2010), an energy-balancing based cost of selecting node i is
defined as:
Ci = Tri · u1−
Eresidual
Einitial , where i ∈ {All nodes in the network},
Tri is the sum of energy consumption for packet transmission and reception at node i, u is a system
parameter and u > 1, Eresidual is the residual energy at node i, Einitial is the initial energy of node i.
The above metric is based on the combination of residual energy and transmission
consumption requirement, and it can balance the energy consumption rate among the
network according to Peng et al. (2010). Unfortunately, it may not be sufficient for our
design, as a node with lower energy consumption rate is not necessary to have longer
lifetime. To construct a collection tree which balances the lifetime of the network, we
introduce a factor which represents the residual energy into above metric. Thus, we
update the metric to the following:
Ci = Tri · uα(
Emax
Eresidual
)+(1−α)(1−Eresidual
Einitial
)
, where i ∈ {All nodes in the network},
α is a weight which use 0.5 as default value, Emax is the battery capacity.
Above metric enables every node to find its next hop node, which has the longest
lifetime.
4.2.2 Algorithm Description
With the metric defined as previous section, we design a routing algorithm, which
works as follows. Once the network finishes deployment, the sink initiates the routing
algorithm. As the sink initially has not recognized any of its neighbors, it sets the routing
cost as 0 and broadcasts a routing BEACON with the cost. For any other node i, at the
first time it receives the routing BEACON , it adds an entry into its routing table. After
having added the entry in routing table, instead of broadcasting the route immediately,
node i starts a timer. If node i receives another routing BEACON with lower cost
before the timer expires, it replaces the current one with the new entry and restarts the
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timer. Otherwise, the existing route becomes the final decision. Then, node i adds its
own metric Ci into the cost and broadcasts the routing BEACON out. This way, each
node can find a path to reach the sink.
As the nodal lifetime in the network may change after the network deployment,
the collection tree has to be updated to protect the nodes whose residual energy drops
fast. Thus, after having established the collection tree, the sink broadcasts out routing
BEACON periodically to update the collection tree. To enable a receiver to differentiate
the new routing BEACON with the old ones, each routing BEACON carries a unique
sequence number. When a node receives a routing BEACON with newer sequence
number, it should remove old entry from its routing table and recompute the table based
on the new routing BEACON .
4.3 Lifetime-balancing MAC Protocol
In our system, we adopt LB-MAC, introduced in Section 3.2, as the MAC layer pro-
tocol. In LB-MAC, both receiver and sender can initiate DATA transmission. Moreover,
its most important work is to balance lifetime between neighbors through DATA trans-
mission. Once a receiver finds it has shorter lifetime than the sender, it shall increase
its wake up interval and decrease idle listening period to save energy. Otherwise, the
receiver needs to decrease wake up interval and increase idle listening period to protect
the sender. After having adjusted its own parameters, the receiver informs the sender to
adjust parameters to satisfy the delay requirement.
4.4 Integration of the Three Layer Protocols
When we deploy the application layer protocol in Section 4.1, the routing layer pro-
tocol in Section 4.2, and the LB-MAC protocol together, there are some necessary mod-
ifications for all of them.
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4.4.1 Modification in Application Layer Protocol
In Section 4.1, a ENERGY report transmission follows the duty cycle of RI-MAC.
Thus, the leader wakes up as receiver and broadcasts BEACON to invite ENERGY
reports. On the other hand, all member nodes follow sender’s schedule to report their
residual energy to the leader. However, as we have deployed LB-MAC in the MAC
layer, the ENERGY report transmission can be triggered by the BEACON from MAC
layer. Thus, the leader is not necessary to generate BEACON from application layer
any more; instead, it can create BEACON from MAC layer. Furthermore, both leader
and member nodes do not need to maintain the idle listening timer in application layer
any longer, since LB-MAC has taken such responsibility.
Thus, the application layer protocol is updated as follows. The leader only sets a
timer which enables it to send sensory DATA to the sink periodically. On the other
hand, the sensing nodes deploy with two timers. The first one is used for reporting
residual energy and the second one maintains the schedule for sensory DATA. At last,
The backup nodes report their residual energy based on their unique timer.
4.4.2 Modification in Routing Layer Protocol
As we have put the application layer protocol above the routing layer, the routing
layer protocol has to process different types of packets from application layer. The appli-
cation layer protocol is allowed to generate six types of packets: ELECT , PREINFO,
INFORM , ENERGY , DATA and ACK, as introduced in Section 4.1. The first two,
ELECT and PREINFO, are both broadcasted packets, while the other four are all
unicasted packets.
When the routing layer protocol receives a packet from the application layer, it checks
the type of the packet and acts as follows.
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• If the packet is ELECT or PREINFO, both its destination and next hop fields
are set as broadcast. Furthermore, as these two kinds of packets are transmitted
for only one hop, the TTL (Time To Live) field is set to 1.
• If the packet is INFORM , ENERGY or ACK, the destination and next hop
fields are set as the ones set by the application layer protocol. Meanwhile, TTL is
set to 1.
• If the packet is DATA, the routing layer protocol first sets the destination as the
ID of the sink and checks the routing table. If there is an entry in the routing table,
it sets the next hop according to the entry. Otherwise, the routing layer protocol
discards the packet. At last, the TTL is set to the number of nodes in the network.
On the other hand, if the routing layer protocol receives the packet from the MAC
layer, it first decrements the TTL of packet. If the TTL is less than zero, the protocol
discards the packet. Otherwise, it checks the destination D of packet and acts as follows.
• If D is broadcast, the protocol needs to check the origin of this packet. If the
origin is not this node itself, the packet should be delivered to the application
layer. Otherwise, it is a routing loop and the packet should be discarded.
• If D is unicast and D is this node, the protocol delivers the packet to the application
layer.
• If D is unicast but D is not this node, the protocol needs to check the routing
table. If there is an entry matches D, it resets the next hop field and sends the
packet to the MAC layer. Otherwise, the packet should be discarded.
The routing algorithm should be further updated to be compatible with the MAC
layer protocol. As we know, LB-MAC aims to balance the lifetime of neighboring nodes
while maintaining the end-to-end delay. However, the updating of collection tree may
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change the end-to-end delay requirement of LB-MAC. Thus, the routing algorithm is
updated as follows.
Firstly, a routing BEACON should carry not only routing cost and sequence number,
but accumulated delay as well. At the beginning of the collection tree establishment
stage, the sink sets cost, sequence number and delay to 0 in a routing BEACON and
broadcasts it out. For any other node, once it receives the routing BEACON , it first
checks the routing table. If the routing table is empty, the node follows the steps of
collection tree establishment as described in Section 4.2.2. Otherwise, the node should
process it by following updating approach.
When the node attempts to update the collection tree, it first compares the sequence
number from routing BEACON with the routing table entry. If the routing BEACON
is not older than the routing table entry, the node will check the cost, delay and the
previous hop fields. The node is allowed to update routing table when either of following
conditions holds:
• Both cost and delay from routing BEACON are smaller than the values from
routing entry.
• The value of previous hop field from routing BEACON equals the next hop field
in routing entry.
The first condition maintains the end-to-end delay when updating the collection tree.
In the second condition, as the collection tree remains the same, LB-MAC is able to
adjust its parameters to maintain the end-to-end delay requirement.
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4.4.3 Modifications in LB-MAC
The modifications to LB-MAC include the following.
4.4.3.1 Radio Control
In Section 4.4.2, we have introduced several broadcasted packets, which include
ELECT , PREINFO and routing BEACON , from both the election stage and the
collection tree establishment stage. As these two stages both start right after the net-
work deployment, we combine them as the setup stage. To guarantee the delivery of
broadcasted packets, the node keeps radio on during this stage. By the end of setup
stage, each cluster should have had its elected leader. Meanwhile, each node should have
found its own route to the sink and have recognized all its neighbors. After the setup
stage, the sensor nodes enter the sensing stage. For the purpose of stage transition,
the leader should unicast INFORM packets and the member nodes finish the transi-
tion after receiving the INFORM packets. Once a node is in the sensing stage, it is
allowed to turn off radio according to its duty cycle. As LB-MAC is an asynchronous
protocol, all packets in the sensing stage must be unicasted due to delivery guarantee.
Even the broadcasted packets are delivered to all sender’s neighbors one by one through
unicasting, except the MAC layer BEACON .
4.4.3.2 Beacon Behavior
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, we have combined the BEACON in application pro-
tocol with the BEACON in MAC protocol. However, the BEACON in MAC layer is
used to initiate DATA transmission and all packets from upper layers are regarded as
DATA packets in the MAC layer. In this case, a node is likely to receive the BEACON
from other clusters, which may introduce some unnecessary transmissions. Thus, in our
design, if a node S receives a BEACON from node R, it shall extract the following two
fields: the location of R and the role of R. The first field indicates whether R is from
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the same cluster. The second one represents whether R is the leader or not. By these
two fields, there are four possible scenarios: R is the leader from the same cluster, R
is a member node from the same cluster, R is a leader from a different cluster, or R is
a member node from a different cluster. Thus, S decides whether or not to transmit
buffered DATA packet based on these cases.
• If R is the leader from the same cluster, S needs to check its buffered packet P . If P
is an ENERGY report, S shall reset the destination as R and start transmission.
Otherwise, S checks the destination D(P ) of P . If D(P ) = R or D(P ) is broadcast,
S is allowed to send out P as well. However, if P cannot match any of the above
scenarios, S ignores the BEACON .
• If R is a member node from the same cluster, S shall check the destination D(P )
in the buffered packet P . It is allowed to send out P if and only if D(P ) = R or
D(P ) is broadcast.
• If R is a leader from a different cluster, S checks the destination D(P ) of P and
sends out P if either of the following conditions holds: D(P ) = R or P is a
broadcasted routing BEACON . Otherwise, S discards the BEACON .
• If R is a member node from a different cluster, the scenario is the same as previous
one.
4.4.3.3 Modification in Lifetime-balancing Strategy
As mentioned in Section 4.4.3.2, all packets from both application and routing layers
are treated as DATA in the MAC layer and LB-MAC triggers lifetime-balancing mech-
anism through DATA transmission. Thus, if all the packets’ paths overlap, the network
topology becomes a cycle instead of a tree. Furthermore, since LB-MAC adjusts MAC
layer parameters based on the credit in a BEACON as described in Section 3.2, the
cycle can increase the credit to +∞. Thus, we update the lifetime-balancing mechanism
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to be triggered only by sensory DATA packets from application layer. As the sensory
DATA packets are from sensing and leader nodes to the sink, we can eliminate reverse
transmission in the network.
Unfortunately, it is still possible to accumulate the credit to an incorrect large value,
which causes LB-MAC to adjust its parameters almost unlimited. Thus, we introduce a
field Credit(pre) to the MAC layer for maintaining the credit in previous sensory DATA
transmission. When the node receives a sensory DATA packet, it first decreases its credit
by Credit(pre) and recalculates the local credit.
4.4.3.4 Modification in the Transmission Schedules
With LB-MAC, a node maintains two schedules for its receiver and sender roles re-
spectively. If a node wakes up as a receiver, it sends out BEACON to invite packets. If
it wakes up as a sender, it is allowed to send out buffered packet immediately. Further-
more, when a node receives a packet, it has to send an ACK to acknowledge the packet as
well. Unfortunately, since we have to go through a backoff before any transmission, it is
possible that, when buffered packet is experiencing the backoff, the ACK or BEACON
begins backoff as well. Moreover, as the MAC layer only has one backoff timer, a newly
backoffed packet may block the transmission of an older packet. To address this issue,
we update the MAC protocol when the backoff timer expires. Instead of only sending
out the newly backoffed packet, the node should send all the backoffed packets. The
only exception happens when the buffered packet is an ENERGY report. In this case,
the node has to check the destination of packet. If the destination has been set, which
means the node has received BEACON from the leader, the node is able to transmit
the packet. Otherwise, it keeps the ENERGY report in the buffer.
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Figure 4.3 Radio Duty Cycle in LB-MAC
4.4.3.5 Lifetime Estimation
In the original LB-MAC, the nodal lifetime is estimated by either formula 3.1 or
formula 3.2. However, according to Figure 4.3 in which the shady parts represent that
the radio is on, the actual radio duty cycle is formed by the combination of sender and
receiver. Thus, the real energy consumption rate is hardly to be estimated by wake up
interval and idle listening period. Furthermore, both formula 3.1 and formula 3.2 do
not consider the energy consumption from sensing unit. Thus, we refine the lifetime
estimation formula as follows.
L(i) = E(i)
Pt(i)
, where i ∈ {All nodes in the network},
E(i) is the residual energy of node i, Pt(i) is the the energy consumption rate for recent t seconds.
Thus, the MAC protocol has to calculate energy consumption rate every t seconds
by
Pt(i) =
Et(i)−E(i)
t
, where i ∈ {All nodes in the network},
Et(i) is the residual energy before t seconds, E(i) is the current residual energy of node i, Pt(i) is the
the energy consumption rate for recent period of time t.
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In order to measure the performance of our design, we have conducted simulation
in Network Simulator 2 (NS2). The experiment compared our design which applies the
lifetime-balancing idea to all of the application, routing and MAC layers, with other
designs which apply the lifetime-balancing idea to at most two of the layers. For the
sake of comparison, we have implemented one non-lifetime-balancing protocol for each of
the application, routing and MAC layers. As we have introduced the RI-MAC protocol
in Section 3.1, we next only describe the application layer protocol and the routing layer
protocol in this chapter.
5.1 Application Layer Protocol: Average Sensing Protocol
The average sensing protocol for the application layer has the same assumptions
and stages as the lifetime-balancing sensing protocol presented in Section 4.1. After
being deployed, all the nodes go through the setup stage and then start the sensing
stage. However, instead of coordinating sensing duty schedule based on the member
nodes’ lifetime, all nodes take the sensing duty and leadership by round-robin. More
specifically, by every five sensory DATA intervals, the leader updates the sensing duty
schedule by following steps:
1. The leader moves the head node of sensing nodes list to the tail of backup nodes
list.
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2. The leader moves the head node of backup nodes list to the tail of sensing nodes
list.
3. The leader sends a SCHED packet to each of both nodes to update their sensing
status.
Although we have introduced a new SCHED packet in this design, it could work
as the ACK in lifetime-balancing sensing protocol. Thus, both the routing and MAC
protocols process it as an ACK as well. After having executed the above procedure for
n− 1 times, where n is the number of member nodes, the leader gives out its leadership
by following steps.
1. The leader updates sensing duty schedule according to the above three steps as
usual.
2. The leader picks the head node of sensing nodes list as the leader and moves the
head node of backup nodes list to the tail of sensing nodes list.
3. The leader puts itself to the tail of backup nodes list.
4. The leader sends SCHED packets to the new leader and the tail node of sensing
nodes list for the updates.
Upon receiving the SCHED packet, a node updates its role the same as receiving
the ACK in Section 4.1.2.
Next, we demonstrate an example of this protocol. Suppose there are five nodes
denoted as node 1 to node 5. By election, node 1 becomes the leader, node 2 and node 3
become the sensing nodes, and node 4 and node 5 become the backup nodes.
As shown in Figure 5.1, at the end of the round 0, node 2 is moved to the tail of
backup nodes list and node 4 is moved to the tail of sensing nodes list. By the end of
the round 3, the leader shall update the leadership. Thus, it firstly moves node 3 to the
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sensing nodes list and changes node 5 to a backup node. Then, the leader picks node 2
as the new leader and puts itself into the backup nodes list. At last, we shall have a
sensing duty schedule as Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1 Sensing Duty Schedule for Average Sensing Protocol
5.2 Routing Layer Protocol: Shortest Distance Routing
Protocol
The non-lifetime-balancing routing protocol is implemented as the shortest distance
routing protocol. The routing algorithm is the same as the lifetime-balancing routing
protocol presented in Section 4.2, except that the routing metric is changed to purely
distance based. Suppose the coordinate of node i is (xi, yi) and it receives a routing
BEACON from node j located at (xj, yj). The routing metric calculated by node i is
as follows:
Ci=
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2, where i, j ∈ {All nodes in the network}.
Then, node i establishes or updates its routing table by the same steps in lifetime-
balancing routing protocol.
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5.3 Evaluation Results
5.3.1 Experiment Settings
Combinations We have introduced the lifetime-balancing sensing protocol in Sec-
tion 4.1, the lifetime-balancing routing protocol in Section 4.2, and the LB-MAC protocol
in Section 4.3. In this chapter, we also have presented the average sensing protocol in
Section 5.1, the shortest distance routing protocol in Section 5.2, and the RI-MAC in
Section 3.1. Using these six protocols, we have the following eight combinations for
performance evaluation.
Table 5.1 Combinations
Combination Application Layer Protocol Routing Layer Protocol MAC Layer Protocol
ASR Average Sensing Protocol Shortest Distance Routing Protocol RI-MAC
LSR Lifetime-balancing Sensing Protocol Shortest Distance Routing Protocol RI-MAC
ALR Average Sensing Protocol Lifetime-balancing Routing Protocol RI-MAC
LLR Lifetime-balancing Sensing Protocol Lifetime-balancing Routing Protocol RI-MAC
ASL Average Sensing Protocol Shortest Distance Routing Protocol LB-MAC
LSL Lifetime-balancing Sensing Protocol Shortest Distance Routing Protocol LB-MAC
ALL Average Sensing Protocol Lifetime-balancing Routing Protocol LB-MAC
LLL Lifetime-balancing Sensing Protocol Lifetime-balancing Routing Protocol LB-MAC
Parameters In following table, we list the values of important parameters in our
simulation.
Table 5.2 Parameters in Simulation
Tr 1s Radio Consumption Rate 69mW
Ts 0.1s Sensing Consumption Rate 5mW
φ 0.1s
ρ 0.01s
5.3.2 Evaluation Results
5.3.2.1 Simulation Result for 32 Nodes
Network Topology The experiment is composed by 33 nodes and we divide them
into 9 clusters as shown in Figure 5.2. Except for node 0, which acts as the sink and has
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infinite energy, all nodes are randomly deployed with an initial energy between 80 J and
400 J.
Figure 5.2 Network Topology for Simulation
Simulation Result We evaluated the the performance of the combinations in terms
of end-to-end delay, data delivery ratio, network lifetime, and wasted energy. Here, we
define the end-to-end delay as the average delay for sensory DATA packets, and the
delay is measured from when a packet is generated to the moment when the packet is
delivered at the sink. The data delivery ratio is the fraction of delivered sensory DATA
packets in the whole network during the network lifetime. The network lifetime is defined
as the time when any of the nodes is out of energy. The wasted energy is measured as
the total residual energy for the whole network at the end of the network lifetime.
In Figure 5.3, we show the simulation result for the network with 32 sensor nodes
and one sink. Meanwhile, we treat the results of all the four metrics (i.e., the end-to-
end delay, the data delivery ratio, the network lifetime and the wasted energy) from
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Figure 5.3 Simulation Result for 32 Nodes
combination LLL, which deploys lifetime-balancing solutions in all of the three layers,
as the references, represented as values 1. The results from the other combinations
are compared against the references and we present these values as ratios against the
references. For example, by having end-to-end delay for ASR as 4.0, we demonstrate
that LLL reduces the end-to-end delay by three times compared to ASR. The figure also
shows the 90% confidence intervals for the metrics.
Among the combinations, ASR does not contain lifetime-balancing technique in any
of the three layers. By Comparing LSR with ASR, we first evaluate the benefits from
applying lifetime-balancing technique in the application layer. From Figure 5.3, we can
see that LSR has longer life time and less wasted energy than ASR, as lifetime-balancing
sensing protocol enables the nodes to take sensing duty based on their lifetime. Thus,
the nodes with shorter lifetime are unlikely to take the sensing duty, which enables
them to save more energy. Meanwhile, LSR also demonstrates shorter end-to-end delay
and higher data delivery ratio. This is because the average sensing protocol updates
the sensing duty in each time interval, and so it introduces extra overhead which may
aggravate the workload of network and increase the queue delay in packet transmission.
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Second, we evaluate the benefits from deploying a lifetime-balancing routing proto-
col by comparing the performance of ASR and ALR. With fixed MAC and application
protocols, the lifetime-balancing routing protocol (LB-Routing) introduces shorter end-
to-end delay, higher data delivery ratio, longer network lifetime and less wasted energy,
compared to the shortest distance routing protocol. This is because LB-Routing estab-
lishes the collection tree based on the nodal lifetime, and thus can reduce the data flows
through the nodes with shorter lifetime. As the nodes with shorter lifetime will have
fewer data flows, they are able to save more energy and prolong lifetime.
Third, we compare the performance between LB-MAC and RI-MAC by comparing
ASR with ASL. By the simulation result, we can see that LB-MAC has better perfor-
mance in both end-to-end delay and data delivery ratio. This is because RI-MAC requires
the sender to wait for the receiver to initiate packet transmission, while LB-MAC allows
the node to start packet transmission immediately once it wakes up as sender. Also,
LB-MAC extends network lifetime, as it prolongs the lifetime of bottleneck node.
By above three comparisons, we can get the conclusion that all lifetime-balancing
sensing, routing and MAC protocols could improve the network performance indepen-
dently.
Furthermore, if we compare the performance among LSR, ALR and ASL, the result
shows that ASL achieves the lowest end-to-end delay, highest data delivery ratio, longest
lifetime and smallest wasted energy among these three combinations. This is caused
by two main reasons. First, as we have discussed, LB-MAC improves the transmission
efficiency from RI-MAC, as we do not rely on the receiver to initiate the transmission
any longer. Second, as discussed by Moschitta and Neri (2016), radio has higher en-
ergy consumption rate than any other components and LB-MAC optimizes radio control
parameters to prolong the lifetime of the bottleneck node.
Next, we evaluate the combinations where two lifetime-balancing protocols are de-
ployed, and so there are three possible combinations: application and routing (LLR),
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application with MAC (LSL), and routing and MAC (ALL). Comparing these three
combinations (LLR, LSL and ALL) with the previous three combinations (LSR, ALR
and ASL) which adopt only one lifetime-balancing protocol, we have the following ob-
servations:
• Due to the lifetime-balancing sensing protocol, LLR and LSL outperform ALR and
ASL.
• Due to the lifetime-balancing routing protocol, LLR and ALL outperform LSR and
ASL.
• Due to LB-MAC, LSL and ALL outperform LSR and ALR.
From above observations, we get the conclusion that having lifetime-balancing protocol
deployed on one more layer is helpful to improve the network performance. Also, by
comparing the performance among LLR, LSL and ALL, we find that the the later two
combinations, which deploy LB-MAC as their MAC protocols, outperform the LLR.
Hence, it indicates that lifetime-balancing in MAC layer is more effective than in other
layers.
At last, we evaluate the combination LLL, which deploy lifetime-balancing protocols
in all the three layers. It is obvious from Figure 5.3, LLL has the best performance
among all the combinations. However, the performance improvements contributed by
the three lifetime-balancing protocols have different significance. According to the sim-
ulation result, we can see that LB-MAC achieves the most significant improvement, but
the lifetime-balancing routing protocol has the least significant improvement. LB-MAC
achieves better performance improvement due to following reasons: Firstly, as LB-MAC
does not depend on the receiver to initiate packet transmission any longer, the trans-
mission efficiency gets improved. Thus, the combinations with LB-MAC deployed can
always achieve shorter end-to-end delay and higher data delivery ratio. Secondly, as
radio costs the energy much faster than the other components in sensor according to
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Moschitta and Neri (2016) and the most direct way to implement radio control is to go
through the MAC layer, lifetime-balancing in MAC layer prolongs the network lifetime
and reduces the wasted energy more effectively than other layers. To analyze the limited
performance improvement introduced by the lifetime-balancing routing protocol (LB-
Routing), please refer to Section 4.2 where we present LB-Routing. With LB-Routing, a
node is able to update its routing table if and only if the new parent has longer lifetime
and will not introduce extra end-to-end delay. Unfortunately, when LB-MAC balances
lifetime in network, it may increase the end-to-end delay. In this case, LB-Routing tends
to just maintain a fixed collection tree and its lifetime-balancing has been accomplished
by the protocols at the application and MAC layers.
After having evaluated performance from all the eight combinations, we can observe
that any of lifetime-balancing protocols is able to improve network performance indepen-
dently. Meanwhile, the lifetime-balancing technique applied in the MAC layer plays a
more important role than the others. We can also observe that lifetime-balancing proto-
cols in these two layers are helpful to improve the network performance when combining
with others.
5.3.2.2 Simulation Results for 16 Nodes and 64 Nodes
Figure 5.4 Simulation Result for 16 Nodes
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Figure 5.5 Simulation Result for 64 Nodes
In Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, we present the the simulation results for the settings
where 16 nodes and 64 nodes are deployed respectively. From these two figures, we
can get similar observations as we can from the simulations with 32 nodes deployed in
Section 5.3.2.1.
Figure 5.6 End-to-end Delay as Network Scale Varying
Figure 5.6 demonstrates that the end-to-end delay with all the eight combinations
increases when the network scale gets larger. It is mainly due to the following reasons:
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Figure 5.7 Network Lifetime as Network Scale Varying
As there are more sensor nodes in the network, more data packets are generated and
transmitted. This increases the average hops between any node and the sink. Thus, the
end-to-end delay is increased.
Figure 5.7 compares the network lifetime as network scale differs. As we have men-
tioned when analyzing the end-to-end delay, a larger network generates more packets
and introduces more hops in sensory DATA transmission, the network has to cost more
energy in transmission.
From both figures, we can see those combinations with LB-MAC demonstrate good
performance and the combination LLL, which deploys lifetime-balancing protocols in all
three layers, achieves the best performance.
5.3.2.3 Simulation Results as Data Interval Varying
In this section, we compare the network performance with different data intervals.
Similar observations can also be obtained.
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Figure 5.8 End-to-end Delay as Data Interval Varying
Figure 5.9 Network Lifetime as Data Interval Varying
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are expected to operate for months even years with
limited power supply. Thus, many energy-efficiency solutions have been proposed to
prolong the network lifetime. Unfortunately, as many applications define their network
lifetime as the shortest nodal lifetime and energy-efficiency solutions can only reduce
the energy consumption uniformly, such solutions are not able to resolve the bottleneck
problem. To fill this gap, lifetime-balancing protocols from different layers are proposed
to prolong the bottleneck nodal lifetime.
In this thesis work, we propose a solution with lifetime-balancing protocols in all of
the application, routing and MAC layers. In the application layer protocol, we divide
the network into clusters. In each cluster, a leader is elected to coordinate other nodes
to switch among leading, sensing and backup modes. In the routing layer, we proposed
a protocol, which calculates the routing metric as the combination of end-to-end delay
and nodal lifetime to establish a collection tree, enables each node to transmit its sensory
DATA packets to the sink in a route with the longest lifetime. In the MAC layer, we
modify LB-MAC to make it more compatible with the other layers.
Simulation has been conducted to evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme.
The performance is evaluated in terms of end-to-end delay, data delivery ratio, network
lifetime, and wasted energy. Based on the simulation results, we obtained following
observations. Firstly, all the lifetime-balancing protocols in different layers are able to
enhance the network performance independently, but the LB-MAC achieves the most
significant improvement. Furthermore, if we combine any two of these lifetime-balancing
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protocols together, the system performance will be further improved; the combinations
with LB-MAC deployed have better performance than the others. At last, our proposed
system with all the lifetime-balancing schemes deployed achieves the best performance
among all combinations. Meanwhile, we observe that the improvement introduced by the
lifetime-balancing routing protocol is not significant. That is mainly because the routing
algorithm treats end-to-end delay as a higher priority than balancing the lifetime.
In the future, we will improve the performance of our design on the routing layer. As
current routing protocol is not allowed to update the collection tree if the new parent
will increase the delay, we may not fully utilize the nodes with longer lifetime. Thus, the
next step is to enable the routing protocol to adjust the MAC parameters to absorb the
increased delay similar as discussed by Peng et al. (2013).
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